
Low Environmental Temperature and High Humidity Increase Covid-19 Spread 

There is a correlation between the curve in Chart 5.0 and the temperature precipitation of 

the environment. Temperature is represented by days and months in a season. Sweden 

experience Covid-19 spread at the start of spring and ended during summer. Autumn is 

the start of the spread or second wave of Covid-19 in Sweden when the environment is 

colder.  

 

In Chart 1.0 between the summer months of March and June in the Philippines the curve 

is flat,  meaning Covid-19 is still live under the zone of stress where it cannot multiply 

despite of the environment’s susceptibility to accept the virus due to its “lack of supply” of 

the new virus such as Covid-19 in the environment. At the start of the rainy or precipitation 

season Covid-19 infection increased. But, because of strict restrictions due to changes in 

temperature environment (lower environment temperature and some spike increase in 

temperatures) during the rainy season, the rate of infections experienced a series of “high 

spiked” contaminations. This month of October, infection rate is “resisting statistically” the 

spread of the virus. 

 

Chart 1.0 Infection Rate per Population per Million (Updated) 

Statistically Resisting 

The Spread of the Virus 



 

Following Shelford principle (Refer to previous Article at engineerspointofview.com) these 

viruses will seek its optimum population size up to its optimum range (Environmental 

State). The remaining months of the year, the Philippines will experience the effects of 

low temperature environment and series of spikes in infection rates could continue up to 

early February. Looking at Chart 1.0 and Chart 2.0 the infection rate today is at a pre-

period when the infection rate suddenly spiked to 5000 infections per day in August 2020. 

This means by December the Covid-19 virus will spread rapidly when high temperature 

stress restriction is reduced, to allow the virus to spread freely into the new low 

temperature environment.  

The death rate correlates with Chart 1.0 at the time infection rate start to spike last August 

2020 and at present it is also “resisting statistically” from spreading similarly last July 

2020. 

 

Chart 2.0 Death Rate per Population per Million (Updated) 

Infection rate is expected to experience series of high spikes between December and 

January due to low temperature and high humidity. Take the necessary pre-cautions 

everyone. 
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